“SHORTCUT”  
ARTIST, JANE DEDECKER  
Located at the McCall Public Library. Other murals and artworks inside the library.

OWL  
ARTIST, NOAH WALGREN  
A local wood carving donated as a part of a High School Senior Project.

CENTENNIAL PARK  
ARTIST, DEBRA FACCHIN  
A collection of mosaics celebrating McCall’s 100th anniversary.

YOUTH ART INSTALLATION  
ARTIST, M-D SCHOOL DISTRICT YOUTH  
Murals located on the pathway retaining wall of Railroad Ave.

“TAKING FLIGHT”  
ARTIST, ALISA LOONEY  
Located at the corner of Pine St. & Railroad Ave.

“MOUNTAIN GOATS AT PLAY”  
ARTIST, MATT BABCOCK  
This unique public gathering place is adjacent to Alpine Playhouse.

“GOING TO SCHOOL”  
ARTIST, PHIL WILCOMB  
Located within Brown Park.

“CAIRNS: A NATURAL MARKER”  
ARTIST, AMY WESTOVER  
Look for several of these at entrances to bike and pedestrian pathways.

“STALACTITES”  
ARTIST, ZELLA BARDSTED  
Located within Legacy Park.

LEGACY PARK  
Unique benches, pavers and light pool accents are located throughout Legacy Park.

“THE BEARING WALL”  
ARTIST, DAN OSTERMILLER  
Located within Art Roberts Park has become a popular photo stop.

CCC WORKER MEMORIAL  
Sculpture located on the grounds of the Central Idaho Historical Museum.

“THE WAVES OF PAYETTE LAKE”  
ARTISTS, BOND & ANDERSON  
Stylized steel railings of waves arriving on the shore.

“SEASONS”  
ARTIST, SUSAN MADACSI  
Hand-forged steel and glass located on the four corners of the Lardo Bridge.

“WINGS OVER MCCALL”  
ARTIST, WARD HOOPER  
Located at the intersection of Deinhard Lane and State Hwy 55 / 3rd St.

We welcome you on a self-guided tour of McCall’s Public Art Collection. Each artistic work reflects the uniqueness and beauty of our small, rural town. We hope that these diverse works by nationally-renowned, local and youth artists enhance your experience and stimulate your personal creativity as your tour McCall’s distinctive public spaces.